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I have been self-employed for the past 12 years, running two successful companies in The Netherlands. This
gave me the freedom to explore, learn, fail, recover and succeed. With a self-taught, hands-on approach, I
helped to create innovative online solutions together with a team of designers and developers.

My role and skill-set changed several times as co-owner of Cargoguide, a freight rate service and an online
advertising agency Bandbreed, based in The Netherlands. Started as a Interaction-designer & art-director,
becoming a persuasion specialist, project-manager and business analyst. I would not classify myself as a
programmer, but I do have a great understanding of what code can do in the years to come. Combined, all
these skills helped me being chief-operations for the past 4 years of Cargoguide.

People might say that I am an entrepreneur with a start-up mindset, always seeking new challenges. I took
some time off to enjoy life, reflect, look back and in search for something new. After a nice holiday and doing
some social volunteers projects I developed a new concept called Playmat, and I have an advisory role in
helping out start-ups.

With my focus on the horizon, I am searching for a next challenge. I prefer working in a highly competitive,
international company, that allows me to accelerate, creating beautiful new products and services, without
having to build a complete new team and infrastructure from scratch.

With more options on the table, I am searching for a perfect match and be part of a professional team within
a diverse and innovating environment. To lead, listen and learn, being motivated, energetic and ready for a
thrilling mission to success.

With regards,

Douwe Cobelens
Douwe Cobelens
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Track record
Playmat.io / The interactive playground / Sept’16 - 2017
Owner - Concept
Playmat is an interactive playground. It is the biggest, brightest and least reflective foldable Multi-Touch mat in the world.
Made for games, interactive stories, health and educational use. Playmat can easily connect to any Wifi Network. Add
new apps with your smartphone or tablet and use them as controllers. With several Playmat Accessories you add a
physical dimension to the interactive playground. Playmat is a catalyst for new business.
The Playmat concept is a showcase and proof of competence. I started with the webstore and reversed the whole
product development roadmap. This lean approach, allowed me to design and focus only the most relevant matters to
illustrate the potential of Playmat.

Cargoguide.com / Freight rate management / 2003 - 2016
Co-owner & COO
Cargoguide.com is an online platform for freight-rates and schedule information. Founded by my two brothers back in
2003, I joined the team as co-owner in 2004. At that time, some major forwarding companies barely had access to the
Internet. The concept of comparing freight-rates online was new and within a very closed market, Cargoguide had to pave
the ground to become a trustworthy partner. Together with my two brothers, we designed and developed a new, easy to
use solution for online freight-rate management.
Today over 1.500 companies worldwide are using Cargoguide.com on a daily basis. It's one of the largest providers of
specialised B2B freight rate information in the world. The family owned company is growing and profitable. With full trust
in the current team to continue Cargoguide.com as an industry leader in freight-rate management, I stepped down as
COO in 2016 and kept a strictly advisory role as shareholder. It allows me to explore new challenges in life.

Bandbreed / Online advertising agency / 2005 - 2012
Founder & CEO
Bandbreed started in 2005 and became one of the leading online advertising agencies in The Netherlands. With a strong
focus on creative advertising campaigns it served many A-level brands, NGO's, publishers and government institutes in
the "early days" of online advertising. The company had a strong sense for persuasion-design and developing new online
advertising formats and measurement tools to serve its clients. Because of this unique approach, large advertising
agencies often had to subcontract Bandbreed to help out. With a team of approximately 15 designers & developers we
successfully build a profitable and headstrong company.
Being owner and CEO of Bandbreed, I took a bold decision to partly sell and close down Bandbreed, back in 2012. Instead
of working for other A-brands, it allowed me as co-owner of Cargoguide.com to use all its resources and skills to fuel a
fast growing high potential company.
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Key skills
An enterprising and creative thinker, with a commercial eye for new business.
Having a robust and business-focused approach.
Possessing a proven track record in senior management.
Can maintain close relationships with team members, external bodies, suppliers and clients.
Evaluating and decision-making.
Thorough understanding of product design, development, promotional and advertising activity.
Ability to troubleshoot independently.

Competencies
Good strategic appreciation and vision, able to build, design and implement sophisticated plans with a proven track
record explicitly supporting business needs.
Self driven and self reliant, sets aims and targets and leads by example, collaborative approach with good interpersonal
skills to engage, motivate and encourage others through change.
A highly efficient, results driven and capable executive with a proven ability to effectively develop, manage and control
relationships between the company and its target audience.

Strong managerial background with senior level local / international experience and cross sector exposure.

Highly focused with a consistent track record of successfully delivering full lifecycle implementations to tight time scales
and within budget.

Education
Academy of Arts - Interaction Design / Utrecht / The Netherlands

HvA - Management, Economics and Law / Amsterdam / The Netherlands
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